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We would like to draw your special attention to this:

ERKA steel shelving in a plug-in system,
Special upright profile 3253 closed (32/65/53 mm) reinforced 
profile with 25 mm grid perforation, steel angle feet WF 50 or 
adjustable feet VF 40+SSR

ERKA steel shelves U-shaped, double-bent Inner edge 
folded, absolutely injury-proof
Standard lengths: 1000 or 1170 mm (module = bay lengths + 32 mm) 
Standard depths: 300,400,500,550,600,700, 750,800 mm
Standard height: 2000, 2500, 3000 mm or according to LV

Stiffening ribs can be retrofitted

The load-bearing capacity of the shelves can also be 
increased at a later date by retrofitting reinforcing ribs. 
This also improves the overall stability of the shelving.

Shelves adjustable without screws

All shelves can be adjusted every 25 mm without screws or tools using 
special shelf supports.
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ERKA-UNIVERSAL steel shelving 
modular systems 3253-dismountable
Patent pending. Austrian product, Austria quality mark no. 13.347 
ÖNORM B 4902 - Reg. no. 96186
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Structure -Stability

ERKA steel shelving is quick and easy to assemble without the need for special tools or skilled labor. The 
stability in the longitudinal and depth direction is achieved by shelf connectors (longitudinal, transverse) or 
sheet steel side and rear panels.

Surface/lacquering

Column and support parts in sendzimir galvanized design, other parts also like columns or in powder fine 
structure coating, easy to clean, cigarette burn resistant, shock and impact resistant, odourless, bacteria 
resistant, environmentally friendly, chemical and solvent resistant, fire retardant. Standard color: ERKA- light 
grey similar to RAL 7035
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Accessories

A wide range of accessories makes ERKA steel shelving versatile and also enables it to be adapted to 
subsequent special requirements. Drawers, filing systems, locks (doors, central store locks, display cabinets), 
bookends, dividers, partition beams etc. are available in various designs and can be easily retrofitted without 
tools by plugging or hanging.

ERKA steel shelving in the modular system is the only Austrian steel shelving with a plug-in system for steel 
shelves that has been awarded the Austria Quality Mark since 1979.

Spare parts delivery guarantee for 30 years.
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